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IM4DC Open Data – A Central-African Geodata Information System  

Information sources relevant to geosciences and mining remain scarce, badly organised, badly 
maintained and poorly accessible. This means that countries in this region are not able to effectively 
manage their own resources and attract potential exploration activity.  

The IM4DC Open Data application, built with IM4DC funding, was launched in September 2013 as an 
open access geospatial information online system, which aims to present geoscientific and mining-
related data from nine central African countries (Benin, Nigeria, Cameroun, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, 
Republic of Congo, The Democratic Republic of Congo, Central African Republic and Chad). It has the 
potential to form the basis of future collaboration between Central African countries and operate as a 
standard geospatial information exchange platform. The server has been deployed using a web-based 
GIS system built entirely on open source components and technologies. The IM4DC Open Data 
application provides developing countries with the capability to utilise the database at minimal software 
cost. 

A second IM4DC project upgraded the capabilities and usability of the system and added new data sets. 
It also expanded the country footprint to include South Sudan. Site visits to the Central African countries 
of the Republic of Congo and Gabon were made to increase the amount of data in the database and 
promote the existence of the server in those countries. Several new layers were acquired for the two 
respective countries and the data were uploaded to the server.  

All available software upgrade options were considered and tested, and the application has been 
integrated into the im4dc.org domain at http://im4dc.org/resources/im4dc-opendata/. The technology 
is transferable to other developing regions globally. 

During the visits to the participating countries, it was again ascertained that agreements are needed 
between IM4DC and the data providers (geological surveys, ministries). The country representatives are 
keen to cooperate and provide at least metadata for the system. They are also excited about IM4DC 
training programmes. The universities and their staff welcome research cooperation between 
universities in Australia and their own organisations. The overall aim is to generate enough momentum 
to facilitate collaborative research and training programs similar to those currently occurring in the 
West African Exploration Initiative. 
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Introduction 
Central Africa is quickly becoming a hotspot for mining industry from all over the world. 
Despite its potential in mineral and energy resources, the region is suffering from under 
development. Information sources relevant to geosciences and mining remain scarce, badly 
organised, badly maintained and poorly accessible. This means that countries in this region 
are not able to effectively manage their own resources and attract potential exploration 
activity.  

The IM4DC Open Data application (http://opendata.im4dc.org/) was launched in September 
2013 as an open access geospatial information online system, which aims to present 
geoscientific and mining-related data from nine central African countries (Benin, Nigeria, 
Cameroun, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, The Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Central African Republic and Chad). This web server is an output from an IM4DC funded 
project at the University of Western Australia’s Centre for Exploration Targeting. The server 
is now hosting layers of information from the participating countries obtained from public 
sources and government surveys.  These data serve as a common meeting point where 
stakeholders active in Central Africa, be it universities, government agencies, or the industry, 
can draw regional plans of minerals-based development or environmental management. 
Apart from the regional data, the goal of the webserver is to include as much country-scale 
data, or metadata, as possible. One issue is that because the data is fragmented and not web 
enabled in most cases, site visits to Central African countries have been required to build the 
database. 

System upgrade options and procedures 
We examined the possible pathways to system upgrades, as new versions of software 
packages had been released. The most important upgrades involved the Postgre SQL 
database and server, the Geoserver component and the ExtJS library. Several other upgrades 
are also available, but not considered necessary. One optional upgrade is the main operating 
system of the server, the http Apache2 server, and the Apache Tomcat java servlet. The 
server is running on Debian 5.0, while the most recent version is 7.0. Even though it is 
possible to upgrade the system through a middle step, which includes upgrading to version 
6.0, it will be safer to create a completely new virtual machine with the same settings and 
subsequently transfer the database and the web applications to this newly created server, 
which can be immediately deployed. This has not been tested in a production environment, 
but a new server running on Debian 7.0 has been successfully deployed as a virtual machine 
locally. This upgrade also included new version of the Apache2 webserver and Apache 
Tomcat servlet. During the tests, we have encountered problems with the Tomcat 7.0 server 
response time. This has to be investigated further and ascertained that indeed the new 
version of the Java servlet runs smoothly. 
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Database system 

The currently supported Postgre SQL database is version 9.2 and the PostGIS extension, 
version 2.0. The upgrade of the PostgreSQL component may be done in two ways. It is 
recommended that the database be backed up either using the PgAdmin III application, or 
the command pgdump_db or pgdump_all before the beginning of the upgrade. The first 
option is installing version 9.2 alongside the 8.3 cluster and afterwards using the pg_upgrade 
command. This approach works well with non-spatially enabled databases. In our case, the, 
the problem is complicated by upgrading also the PostGIS extension from version 1.5 to 
version 2.0. In such an environment, it is safer to use the second approach: 

Create a custom-format dump: 
pg_dump -h localhost -p 5432 -U postgres -Fc -b -v -f "/somepath/olddb.backup" olddb 

Uninstall the old database cluster 

Install new database cluster and the PostGIS extension (setup users and access according 
to the old pg_hba.conf) 

Create a new spatially enabled database (in PostgreSQL 9.2 this is done by using 
extensions either with the command create extension or within the PgAdmin III 
application) 

Restore the backup into the freshly created database using postgis_restore.pl 
perl utils/postgis_restore.pl "/somepath/olddb.backup" | psql -h localhost -p 5432 -U 
postgres newdb 2> errors.txt 

This approach has been successfully tested during the course of the project without 
encountering any problems. 

Geospatial server 
The newest Geoserver application is currently at version 2.4. There are numerous changes in 
the application since version 2.1 mainly increasing the security of the server and the data 
served as well as the functionality. The upgrade of the Geoserver may be done in the 
following steps: 

Backup of the Geoserver data directory 

Stop the Tomcat server 

Deletion of the Geoserver container and the geoserver.war file in the Tomcat application 
directory 

Copy the new version of the geoserver.war file into the tomcat application directory 

Restart Tomcat and deploy Geoserver 

Copy the backed up Geoserver data directory into the Geoserver container folder 

Restart Tomcat 
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After this procedure, the data should be readily available in the new Geoserver installation. 
This can be verified through the web administration interface. Depending on the installation 
of a new PostgreSQL database, paths to the database files and access information to the 
database itself may need to be changed by manually editing the xml files in the Geoserver 
data directory. Improvements in the security of version 2.4 also require changing the 
passwords and security settings defined in the old Geoserver installation. These changes 
may be done using the web interface after first successful login. 

IM4DC Open Data application 

The front-end application depends on several JavaScript libraries, which allow manipulation 
of the elements on the webpage. These libraries were developed and tested against most of 
the web browser versions used prior to their release. After the release of Internet Explorer 9, 
the ExtJS3 library was found to be causing problems and resulted in the inability of the user 
to select layers in the layer tree of the IM4DC Open Data application. The ExtJS3 library has 
been updated to the latest version 3.4 to restore the functionality of the application. 
Consequently, the index.html file was updated to change the loading screen and the warning 
about Internet Explorer 9 functionality was removed. 

We updated the data list in the DataStore part of the application. Previously the geofilter 
option did not function properly. This has been fixed and now it is possible to filter the layers 
based on their geographic extent. We have also changed the download functionality of the 
application so that now even rasters may be downloaded using the download icon. This was 
not possible before. As of now, the user is able to download a zip file of any raster image in 
the catalogue. The archived zip file must be created manually on the server side by the 
database manager, unlike the zip files created automatically for the vector files. The default 
name of the archive should correspond to the name of the layer. The default place for these 
zip files is in the data directory of the server, but the path can be changed by modifying the 
appdebug.js JavaScript library accordingly. 

Finally, the domain name of the server was updated so that now the server is linked to the 
IM4DC domain via a subdomain address at http://opendata.im4dc.org. The server is still 
accessible at the old numeric URL address as well.  

WorldMap application 
We examined, tested and locally deployed the WorldMap web application developed by 
Harvard University. The application is accessible under the Harvard University domain at 
http://worldmap.harvard.edu. The server itself is then hosted in Amazon’s EC2 cloud 
infrastructure. One of the advantages of the WorldMap application is that users may upload 
their data to the system and/or even use layers from WorldMap's data library in their own 
separate mapping applications. It is also possible to use WMS to incorporate layers from 
other mapping servers online, similarly to the IM4DC open data application. WorldMap also 
uses APIs such as Google and OpenStreetMaps for providing background data. In this 
respect, it provides more options when compared to the IM4DC Open Data application. Even 
though the authors say that the system is not dependent on these APIs, it might pose a 
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problematic feature, as some of these are not open-source (Google, Microsoft, and ESRI). 
The WorldMap platform is itself open source software and the source code is accessible at 
https://github.com/cga-harvard/cga-worldmap. The source code of WorldMap was originally 
developed by modifying the GeoNode web mapping application. The development, 
compilation or deployment of WorldMap is essentially similar to that of GeoNode and one 
can use the manual and readme for WorldMap and complement this information through 
the references of the 1.x versions of the GeoNode system (currently GeoNode has been 
upgraded to 2.0). 
 

 
 
Figure 1 The WorldMap application displaying the IM4DC Open Data via WMS 

The functionality of the WorldMap platform differs slightly from the IM4DC Open Data 
application. It possesses several functions, which would be interesting to implement into the 
IM4DC Open Data. Probably, the most important is the ability to add new users online and 
let users upload their own data on the server. There is a limit to the size of the files, set at 
100MB. Larger files must be uploaded directly by the administrators. The upload of new data 
also allows for directly adding important metadata information by completing a 
comprehensive form online. The application further offers the user the ability to edit layers 
or create new layers by direct on-screen editing, defining and changing the symbology 
through existing *.sld files, printing of the displayed map and querying for specific locations 
using a gazetteer. Unlike the IM4DC Open Data, it lacks the layer tree structure where 
subfolders with layers may exist (e.g. Country/Nigeria/Geology). It only offers one level of 
this hierarchy, with one folder containing layer files. The solution to this could be creating 
for each folder a separate map or modifying the code so that the application supports 
subfolders in the layer tree. The developers point out that once more than 75 layers are 
loaded, the layer tree may become unresponsive and, generally, the operation with layers 
becomes difficult. This has been practically tested and confirmed. It also poses a major 
inconvenience, as the number of layers in the IM4DC Open Data system is now over 75 and 
still growing. The system also lacks the cataloguing tool implemented into the IM4DC Open 
Data application. This, however, could be rather easily added, by incorporating the 
respective part of the code into the WorldMap application. 
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We mirrored the IM4DC Open Data information through WMS services on the WorldMap 
platform at http://worldmap.harvard.edu/maps/im4dcopendata. 

Overall, the WorldMap application could be considered as a worthy upgrade to the existing 
IM4DC Open Data application. It would also be beneficial to test out the differences 
between the new version of the GeoNode application and WorldMap. Of course, it may be 
beneficial to use the current WorldMap platform deployed by Harvard University, simply 
because of free data hosting and software maintenance. Our African partners willing to 
launch their own web map applications could very well utilise this opportunity. 

Regional data 
The data served by the IM4DC explorer should constitute a pre-competitive data package, 
available as open access information or at least a metadata link to the full data source at the 
appropriate government office in the region of Central Africa. The selection of the nine 
countries covered, Benin, Nigeria, Cameroun, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Central African Republic and Chad, was based on the 
geographic extent of the Congo craton and the immediate surrounding mobile zones. In our 
initial deployment, we did not consider South Sudan. However, we are now attempting to 
support the development of this recently created new state entity by including the country 
in our country list. We are not widening our focus out of the Congo craton, as South Sudan is 
to a considerable degree underlain by rocks of the Bomu-Kibalian Shield, which belongs to 
the Congo craton. 

Data and data sources 

The world-scale and Africa-scale data were expanded for the area of South Sudan. Five new 
layers were added to the Central African data folder. Potentially, we could also include the 
UNESO data set mapping abandoned mines in Africa through our new contact Dr Toteu at 
the UNESCO office in Nairobi. 

In terms of geological data, the Republic of Congo has still not yet fully recovered from the 
civil war in 1997, when much of the existing data was lost or destroyed. A new campaign for 
geophysical data acquisition is now being run, in cooperation with Brazil and France. This 
campaign follows geological mapping of selected areas of the BRGM, which was finished in 
2013. All of the data are now to be stored and maintained at the Direction Generale de la 
Geologie, a department of the Ministry of Mines in Brazzaville. There is a set maps from 
1967 at 1:2,000,000 scale, including geology, available from the ISRIC web site at 
http://www.isric.org/content/search-library-and-map-collection, produced by the BRGM 
and ORSTOM and incorporated into the publication Atlas of Congo (ORSTOM et al., 1968). 
Several older publications and smaller scale maps, mostly pedologic, are also available from 
the IRD (Institute de Recherche pour le Developpement). We were unable to obtain any data 
directly from the authorities in Congo, even though we visited both the Directorate for 
Geology and the Directorate for Mines. We were asked to wait until the new maps from 
BRGM are published. Nevertheless, we were promised the release, at least, of metadata 
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information. Topographic maps and other base layers are available from the Centre de 
Recherche Geographique et de Production Cartographique (CERGEC). 

In Gabon, the data coverage is complete and airborne magnetics and gamma-ray 
spectrometry survey data exist for the entire country. There were two airborne geophysical 
campaigns. The Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (CGG) flew one in 1984 and one was 
conducted later by SYSMIN in 2009 to complete the coverage. All of the data were levelled 
and stitched together with the data available for the coastal basins provided by the oil and 
gas industry during the SYSMIN project, to produce a complete coverage of the whole 
country. Geological mapping was finished at the 1,000,000 scale during the same SYSMIN 
project by the BRGM and the Direction Generale des Mines et de la Geologie. Smaller scale 
maps of 1:500,000 and 1:200,000 exist and are available from the DGMG. Geochemical 
prospection data (mainly stream sediment sampling) exist for large portions of the country 
and are again available from the DGMG. All of the data are sold by the DGMG for fees, which 
at least for the geophysics, seem to be set a bit too high (see Appendix 3). The Gabonese 
authorities provided the largest amount of data and metadata. We have also visited the 
Institute National de Cartographie. All topographic base maps may be bought here, although 
the prices are set quite high. It was promised, that at least a scanned catalogue of the 
available map sheets would be made available to the IM4DC Open Data. 

Active data layers 

Currently the data server holds 85 data layers mostly concerning the greater central African 
region. The layers were acquired from sources publicly available on the internet for 
download and distribution. The point and polyline shapefile layers were extended to include 
the area of South Sudan. The available country-scale data were added to the server. These 
are mainly georeferenced scanned raster images. The images may be downloaded in zip 
archive format including the GCPs (ground control points) used for georeferencing. 

Organisations involved 
We have established contacts in most of the countries involved at government and 
university levels. There are reliable relationships established in Cameroon (Prof. Ndougsa 
Mbarga and Dr Tchameni), Central African Republic (Dr Moloto and Mr Nganzi Kopialo), 
Tchad (Dr Isseini), Gabon (Dr Mayaga-Mikolo), Congo (Dr Boudzoumou and Mrs Poos-
Boumba), Nigeria (Prof. Malomo, Mr Ndubuisi Nwegbu and Dr Abdullahi) and the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) (Mr Muanza Kant and Mr Pongo Muamba). The contact 
list of people encountered during our April 2013 trip to Congo and Gabon, along with two 
contacts for the DRC are provided in Appendix 1. 

The Republic of Congo 

The visit to the Republic of Congo lasted one week. The meetings were logistically supported 
by Mr Nkounkou and Mr Mondikabeka. We started with the visit to Dr Louis Marie Joachim 
Djama, the director of the Mines department at the Ministry of Mines and Geology. Dr 
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Djama reassured us that the Directorate of Mines and Geology will be keen to cooperate, 
but did not offer any data referring to the ongoing process of mapping by the BRGM.  

We also visited the Director of Geological research, Mr Moumpossa, and the staff at the 
Directorate for Geology. Mr Moumpossa was sincerely interested in the training programs 
offered by IM4DC, especially since the staff is mainly young graduates with limited 
experience. We were directed towards the office of the Minister and the Office of Planning. 
At the Office of Planning, we met the Director, Mr Ngatsongo, who coordinates all of the 
projects run by the Ministry, to present the server and IM4DC. We also presented this 
information to the Director for International Cooperation, Mrs Poos-Boumba, who was very 
interested in the Australian Aid program and, in general, in the possibility of cooperating 
with IM4DC. It was pointed out several times during the visit to the Ministry and the 
Directorate for Mines and Geology, that an official request for data must be sent directly to 
the Minister. We have prepared an English version, which was forwarded to Mrs Poos-
Boumba, but we have not yet received a response with remarks or changes required.  

We also visited the Department of Geology at the Universitie Marien Ngouabi, Faculty of 
Sciences and Technical Sciences.  Both Prof. Moussiessie and Dr Boudzoumou were 
introduced to the Open Data application and the IM4DC. The University are very keen to 
mount any kind of cooperation with the Australian partners. It could provide one renovated 
classroom, which would be sufficient to conduct training classes of up to 30 participants. 
There are, however, no computers in the classroom. Dr Boudzoumou’s interest in geophysics 
and mineral deposits fits well with our scope of work and he would be an excellent point of 
contact for any research projects in The Republic of Congo. 

Gabon 

In Gabon, we benefited from the logistical support of RioTinto and Mr Golden, as well as 
assistance provided by the Directorate of Mines and Geology and Mr Moussadji. Mr 
Kassadou and Mr Oterigui received us first at the DGMG and introduced the facilities at the 
Directorate and the Ministry. The Directorate has facilities similar to those of geological 
surveys, except for the quality of the technical equipment. They expressed interest in 
training and data dissemination. We arranged for one-day training in Geosoft and ArcMap at 
the Directorate. Thirteen people attended the training, mainly from the Directorate of 
Geology and Mines, but also directly from the Ministry (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 Geosoft and ArcGIS training at the Directorate of Mines and Geology, Libreville, Gabon 
(11/04/2013) 

We met several times with Dr Mayaga-Mikolo, who is the best contact at the Ministry of 
Mines with direct access to the Minister. With his help, we were invited to see the Minister 
and present the Open Data application and IM4DC at the Ministry to the general staff. We 
were unable to meet the Minister directly, but we had a meeting with the Director of the 
Cabinet who has informed the minister. After these meetings and the training, Mr Oterigui 
provided us with most of the metadata needed for the Open Data server. The facilities at the 
Directorate of Mines and Geology would be suitable for conducting short courses and 
include a computer lab with 10-15 people capacity. We were unable to meet with university 
personnel, since earth sciences are only taught at Franceville. We did, however, obtain 
contact information for Mr Moussavou, the Chief of the Geology Department the Universitie 
des Sciences et Techniques de Masuku. Any research activities should be discussed with him 
and with the staff within the Directorate. 

Conclusions 
The project rationale was to increase the volume of data within the IM4DC Open Data web 
server, via site visits to Central African countries; enhance its usability and functionality for 
end users; and provide further collaborations between Central African countries, and 
between this sub-region and the IM4DC. The project has also expanded the footprint of the 
program to include South Sudan. The overall aim is to generate enough momentum to 
facilitate collaborative research and training programs similar to those currently occurring in 
the West African Exploration Initiative. 
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We have established further contacts with Surveys and Universities from The Republic of 
Congo, Gabon and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and are working to establish contacts 
with stakeholders in the rest of the participating countries. During the visits to the involved 
countries, the need for data presentation and advertising was clear. The provision of pre-
competitive data was enabled mostly by the existence of individual agreements between the 
respective local government organisations and IM4DC. A standard agreement needs to be 
drafted and sent to the respective ministries and geological surveys. Some data will remain 
proprietary and only metadata will be provided. 

The web GIS application now consists of 85 Layers collected from databases at different 
scales: individual country, Central Africa, Africa or global, and covers a diverse range of 
information related to geoscientific activities. The data is accessible via a web interface and 
can be downloaded in industry standard formats (geotiff, shp, hdf, etc).  

In summary, whilst the project focus was on a geoscience database in Central Africa, the 
IM4DC Open Data provides a standard geospatial information exchange platform, built using 
free and Open Source technology that is transferable to other developing regions globally. 

Developing countries have the capability to utilise the database at minimal software cost 
and may launch their own webservers based on the IM4DC Open Data system design. 

Maintenance of the database was undertaken. The ExtJs library has been upgraded for 
better functionality with Internet Explorer 9. A new and more advanced version of a web-
mapping platform developed by Harvard University was evaluated and could be alternatively 
used for the purposes of map web services. The IM4DC Open Data database may be 
duplicated on the Harvard University servers, if needed. 

New datasets were processed and added to the platform at the regional-scale level. Africa-
scale data were added for South Sudan. One travel mission was conducted to the Central 
Africa region, visiting The Republic of Congo and Gabon. 
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Appendix 1 List of contacted and visited persons 

 Name Surname Title Position Organization Address Country Telephone Mobile E-mail Fax 

Mr Florent Boudzoumou Dr Specialiste Geologie-
Geophysique 
Maitre de 
Conferences CAMES 
Responsable des 
Masters de 
Geosciences 
Consultant en 
Geosciences 

Universite Marien 
Ngouabi 
Faculte des Sciences et 
Techniques 

Brazzaville Congo (+242) 
066710201 

 florentboudzoumou@yahoo.fr  

Mr Louis Marie 
Joachim 

Djama Dr Directeur General 
des Mines 
Conseiller aux Mines 
Enseignant a la 
Faculte des Sciences 

Ministere des Mines et 
de la Geologie 
Direction Generale des 
Mines 

2323 
Brazzaville 

Congo (+242) 
055513302 
(+242) 
066757732 

 lmdjama@hotmail.com (+242) 
815190 

Mr Hilaire Elenga Dr Directeur General Ministere des Mines et 
de la Geologie 
Centre de Recherches 
Geologiques et Minieres 

Brazzaville Congo (+242) 
066207070 
(+242) 
055361893 

 hilaire_elenga@yahoo.fr  

Mr Ghynel 
Reagan 
Frydarius 

Kounkou  Chef de service de 
l'orpaillage et de 
l'artisanat des 
autres mineraux 

Ministere des Mines et 
de la Geologie 
Direction de la Petite 
Mine et de L'Artisanat 
Minier 

2323 
Brazzaville 

Congo (+242)066668
830 
(+242)044540
680 

 ghynel_ghynola@yahoo.fr  

Mr Remy 
Seraphin 

Moumpossa  Directeur de la 
Recherche 
Geologique 

Ministere des Mines et 
de la Geologie 
Direction Generale de la 
Geologie 

2323 
Brazzaville 

Congo (+242) 
066690955 
(+242) 
055568812 

 remyseraphinmoumpossa@yaho
o.fr 
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Mr Jacques Moussiessie Prof. Chef du 
Departement de 
Geologie 

Univeriste Marien 
Ngouabi 
Faculte des Sciences et 
Techniques 

Brazzaville Congo (+242) 
055608551 
(+242) 
066624156 

 jmoussiessie2006@yahoo.fr  

Mr Oko Ngatsongo  Directeur des Etudes 
et de la Planification 
Coordonnateur du 
secretariat 
permanent de la 
cellule de gestion 
des Marches Publics 

Ministere des Mines et 
de la Geologie 

13e etage Tour 
Nabemba 
Centre-ville 
Brazaville 

Congo (+242) 
066375228 

 ngatsongo_oko@yahoo.fr  

Mrs Brigitte Niambe  Chef de Cartotheque Centre de Recherche 
Geographique et de 
Production 
Cartographique 
(CERGEC) 

B.P.152 
Avenue de l’OUA 
Brazzaville 

Congo (+242) 
066688326 

 brigitteniabe@yahoo.fr  

Mrs Irene Poos 
Boumba 

 Directrice de la 
Cooperation 

 13e etage Tour 
Nabemba 
Centre-ville 
Brazaville 

Congo (+242) 
055560848 
(+242) 
066256633 

 poos.boumba@yahoo.fr  

Mr Francis Eyele Nze  Chef De Service des 
Relations 
Commerciales et 
Techniques 

Institut National de 
Cartographie 

BP 13 600 
Libreville 

Gabon (+241) 731249 (+241) 
07367644 

eyelefrancis@yahoo.fr (+241) 
731250 

Mr Jeannot Kalima  Secretaire General Ministere de L'Industrie 
et des Mines 

BP 874 Libreville Gabon (+241) 
01778655 

 kalimajeannot@yahoo.fr  

Mr Aubin-Brice  Kassadou  Chef de Service de la 
Geologie 

Ministere de L'Industrie 
et des Mines 
Direction Generale des 
Mines et de la Geologie 

BP 16303 
Libreville 

Gabon (+241) 
07870787 
(+241) 
01204195 

   

Mr Francis Mayaga-
Mikolo 

Dr Geologist 
Deputy General 
Manager 

Ministry of Industry and 
Mines 

Box P. 576 
Libreville 

Gabon (+241) 
01764713 

(+241) 
07574645 

mayaga_mikolo@yahoo.fr  
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Mr Mathieu Moussavou  Chief of Geology 
Department 

Université des Sciences 
et Techniques de 
Masuku 

URESTE, BP 913, 
Franceville 

Gabon   moussamat4@yahoo.fr  

Mr Maurice Ndziba  Conseiller Charge 
des Questions 
Minieres 

Ministere de L'Industrie 
et des Mines 

14 517 
Libreville 

Gabon (+241) 
07368352 
(+241) 
06973494 

(+241) 
05281919 

ndzibamaurice@yahoo.fr  

Mr Yvon Oterigui  Directeur de la 
Geologie et de la 
Recherche Miniere 

Mistere de L'Industrie et 
des Mines 
Direction Generale des 
Mines et de la Geologie 

B.P. 284 
Libreville 

Gabon (+241) 730119 (+241) 
07646048 
(+241) 
06261794 

yvon_ote@yahoo.fr  

Mr Patrick Muanz Kant  Geologist Ministere de 
l'Enseignement 
Superieur, Universitaire 
et Recherche 
Scientifique Centre de 
Recherches Geologiques 
et Minieres 

44. Av. De la 
Democratie, 
Kinshasa/Gombe
, B.P. 898, 
Kinshasa I 

DRC (+243) 
812705211 

(+243) 
897408676 

patrick_kant@yahoo.fr  

Mr Luc Pongo 
Muamba 

 Cartograph Ministere des 
MinesService 
d'Assitstance et 
d'Encadrement du Small 
Scale Mining 

Gecamines 
building (ex-
SOZACOM), 
Kinshasa 

DRC (+243) 
990204283 
(+243) 
998361308 

(+243) 
899874650 

luc_pongo@outlook.fr  
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Appendix 2 Updated list of active layers 

 
Layer name Workspace and DB file name Description Domain 
Africa administrative 
boundaries background: africa_admin_line  background 

Africa country 
polygons background: Africa_admin  background 

Geological map 1M 
(2008) cmrgeol: cmr_geol_1M_2008 

Toteu, S.F., Penaye J., Deschamps, Y., Maldan, F., Nyama 
Atibagoua B., Bouyo Houketchang M., Sep Nlomgan, J.P., 
Mbola Dzana, S.P. 2008. Geologie et ressources minerales du 
Cameroun, 33rd International Geological Congress, Oslo, 
Norway. Map available from: Centre de Recherches 
Geologiques et Minieres, B.P. 333, Garoua, Cameroon, 
phone: +237 22 27 14 82 

cmrgeol 

Geological map 
Douala_E 500k (1957) cmrgeol: cmr_geol_douala_e_500k_1957 

Geological reconnaissance map of Cameroun : Douala-E. / 
published by Direction des Mines et de la Géologie du 
Cameroun ; mapping: G. Weecksteen ; design: A. Cirotteau, 
B. Leroy. - [S.l.] : Direction des Mines et de la Géologie du 
Cameroun, 1957. - 1:500000 ; proj. Gauss (E 10°30' 00'' - E 
12° / N 6° - N 4°). – map sheet No NB 32 SE E-29, map in 
colour. ; 64 x 58 cm: available from IRD, 32, avenue Henri 
Varagnat, F-93143 Bondy Cedex, phone : +33 (0)1 48 02 55 
00; IRGM, B.P. 333 Garoua, Cameroon, phone: 
+23722271482 

cmrgeol 

Geological map SW 
500K (2008) cmrgeol: cmr_geol_sw_500k_2008 

Compiled and revised lithostratigraphic map of southwest 
Cameroon at 1:500,000 adapted from Maurizot et al., 1989; 
Tchameni et al. (2008) 

cmrgeol 
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Airborne magentics 
coverage cmrgeop: cmr_mag 

Cameroon airborne magnetics coverage, data available from: 
IRGM, B.P. 4110, Nlongkak, Yaounde, Cameroon, phone : 
+237222430 or NRCan, Geophysical Data Centre, 615 Booth 
St. Room 235, OTTAWA, Ontario, Canada, K1A 0E9, phon: +1 
(613) 9955326 or Paterson, Grant & Watson Limited, Suite 
1710, 155 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 
M5H 3B7, phone: +1 (416) 3682888 

cmrgeop 

Mineral potential cmrmine: cmr_mine_poten 

Mineral potential map, data available from: Ministere des 
Mines, de l’Industrie et du Developpement Technologique, 
Quartier Ngousso, Derrière Hotel le Paradis, B.P. 15620, 
Yaoundé, Cameroun, Phone +23722203957 

cmrmine 

Mineral potential 
geology cmrmine: cmr_mine_poten_geol 

Mineral potential (metalogenetic) map, data available from: 
Ministere des Mines, de l’Industrie et du Developpement 
Technologique, Quartier Ngousso, Derrière Hotel le Paradis, 
B.P. 15620, Yaoundé, Cameroun, Phone +23722203957 

cmrmine 

Mining cadastre cmrmine: cmr_mine_cada 

Mining cadastre map (2013), data available from: Ministere 
des Mines, de l’Industrie et du Developpement 
Technologique, Quartier Ngousso, Derrière Hotel le Paradis, 
B.P. 15620, Yaoundé, Cameroun, Phone +23722203957 

cmrmine 

Geological map 2M 
(1963) coggeol: cog_geol_2M_1963 

Congo Géologie, Atlas du Congo, Planche VIII, (Map is in 
Atlas of Congo, isn 1514), ORSTOM, 1 : 2,000,000, 1967, 
printed coloured, available from: http:/www.isric.org 

coggeol 

Africa SIGAfrique 
1:10M Bedrock Age 

externals: 
Africa_SIGAfrique_10M_BedrockAge Africa - SIGAfrique - 1:10,000,000 scale - Bedrock Age externals 

Africa SIGAfrique 
1:10M Faults externals: Africa_SIGAfrique_10M_Faults Africa - SIG Afrique - 1:10,000,000 scale - Faults externals 

CMR IRGM 1:1M Failles externals: CMR_IRGM_1M_Failles Cameroun - Institut de Recherches Géologiques et Minières - 
Echelle 1/1 000 000 - Failles externals 

CMR IRGM 1:1M 
Unités Géologiques externals: CMR_IRGM_1M_UnitesGeologiques Cameroun - Institut de Recherches Géologiques et Minières - 

Echelle 1/1 000 000 - Unités Géologiques externals 
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DRC Congo 1:2 000 000 
Lithostratigraphy externals: COD_RMCA_2M_BLS Lithostratigraphy of the Democratic Republic of Congo 

(1/2000000 scale). externals 

DRC Congo 1:2 000 000 
Faults externals: COD_RMCA_2M_Faults Faultlines of the Democratic Republic of Congo (scale 

1/2000000) externals 

Geological map 1M 
(2009) gabgeol: gab_geol_1M_2009 

Thieblemont D., Castaing C., Billa M., Bouton P., Preat A., et 
al. 2009. Carte geologique et des Ressources minerales de la 
Republique gabonaise a 1/1 000 000. Editions DGMG, 
Ministere des Mines, du Petrole, des Hydrocarbures; 
available from: Direction Generale des Mines et de la 
Geologie, Direction de la Documentation Miniere et 
Geologique, B.P. 576, Libreville, Gabon, phone: +241763554 

gabgeol 

Ternary radiometrics gabgeop: gab_radio 

Gamma ray spectrometry data coverage in Gabon, data 
available from: Direction Generale des Mines et de la 
Geologie, Direction de la Documentation Miniere et 
Geologique, B.P. 576, Libreville, Gabon, phone: +241 763554 

gabgeop 

Total magnetic 
intensity gabgeop: gab_mag 

Total magnetic intensity map of Gabon, data available from: 
Direction Generale des Mines et de la Geologie, Direction de 
la Documentation Miniere et Geologique, B.P. 576, Libreville, 
Gabon, phone: +241 763554 

gabgeop 

Mining cadastre gabmine: gab_mining_cada 

Mining cadastre Gabon (2013) data available from: Direction 
Generale des Mines et de la Geologie, Direction de la 
Documentation Miniere et Geologique, B.P. 576, Libreville, 
Gabon, phone: +241 763554 

gabmine 

Airports geog: airports Global Airport Database geog 

CIA factbook geog: cia_factbook CIA World Factbook geog 

Dams geog: dams Database of African Dams geog 
Gazetteer geog: gazetteer Gazetteer of place names for Central Africa geog 

Major rivers geog: major_rivers Major Central African Rivers geog 
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Mapping agencies geog: mapping_agencies Global compilation of agencies involved in topographic (as 
opposed to geologic) mapping geog 

Ports geog: ports Global compilation of Ports geog 
Power plants geog: powerplants Compilation of power plants in Central Africa geog 
Surface water geog: surface_water Database of Surface Water Localities for Africa geog 
Time zones geog: time_zones Central African time zones geog 
Transmission lines geog: txlines Central African Power Line network geog 

UTM zones geog: utm_zones World UTM Zones geog 

AAPG sedimentary 
basins geol: tellus_sed_basins AAPG Fugro-Robertson Sedimentary Basins Classification 

Scheme according to Tectonic Setting geol 

AEGOS mineral 
composite geol: aegos_mineral_composite AEGOS project mineral composite maps based on Landsat 

ETM data geol 

Archean and 
Proterozoic Rocks geol: arch_georoc Database of Archaen and Paleoproterozoic Rocks in Africa 

and the World geol 

Collapsed calderas geol: ccdb_calderas CCDB world collapsed caldera database geol 

Geological surveys geol: geol_hydro_surveys Global compilation of geological and hydrological surveys geol 

Geoscience unis geol: geo_unis Geoloogy Society of Africa Database of African Universities 
teaching geoscience courses geol 

Impact craters geol: impact_craters PASSC compilation of impact craters geol 

Impact structures geol: impact_struct Geological Survey of Canada World Impact Structures 
Database geol 

Karst areas geol: karst 

This world map of carbonate rocks is in greater detail and 
attempts to differentiate those areas where carbonate rocks 
are relatively pure and continuous from those where they 
are abundant but discontinuous or impure. It was prepared 
by Paul Williams and Yin Ting Fong using a multitude of 
sources the most important of which are acknowledged in 
Williams & Ford (2006) 

geol 
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Major earthquakes geol: major_earthquakes USGS compilation of major earthquakes geol 

USGS basins geol: usgs_basins USGS geology map of African basins geol 

USGS geology geol: usgs_geology USGS Geology Map of Africa geol 
Volcanoes geol: volcanoes Catalog of Active Volcanoes of the World (CAVW) geol 

Bouguer anomaly map geop: caxi_grav_ba 
BGI - Bureau Gravimetrique International / INTERNATIONAL 
GRAVIMETRIC BUREAU, Model : 
EGM08_CBA_global_2190_2.5m 

geop 

Landsat ETM+ geop: landsat_etm Landsat ETM+ scenes avaliable from GLCF geop 

Landsat ETM+ mosaics geop: landsat_mosaics Landsat ETM+ Mosaics avaliable from GLCF geop 

Magnetic declination 
2010 geop: mag_declination World Magnetic Field Declination geop 

Magnetic inclination 
2010 geop: mag_inclination World magnetic field inclination geop 

Magnetic intensity 
2010 geop: mag_intensity World magnetic field intensity geop 

Paleomagentic data geop: paleomag Global Paleomagnetic Database (GPMDB) geop 
Radar mosaic geop: palsar_mosaic ALOS Palsar satellite radar data for Central Africa geop 

SRTM 1deg tiles geop: srtm_deg_tiles GLCF coverage of SRTM digital terrain models geop 

SRTM 5deg tiles geop: srtm_5deg_tiles 
Jarvis A., H.I. Reuter, A. Nelson, E. Guevara, 2008, Hole-filled 
seamless SRTM data V4, International Centre for Tropical 
Agriculture (CIAT), available from http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org 

geop 

Seismic anisotropy 80k geop: seismic_anisotropy_se Seismic anisotropy at 80 km according to Sebai et al 2006 geop 
Seismic anisotropy 
upper mantle geop: seismic_anisotropy_db Upper mantle seismic anisotropy DB geop 
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Marine EEZ marine: eez Marine Economic Exclusion Zones marine 

Diamond occurrences mine: prio_diadata 

PRIO DIADATA is a comprehensive list of diamond 
occurrences throughout the world accompanied by 
geographic coordinates, the geological form of the diamond, 
and the discovery and production date. See Gleditsch et al. 
(2002) and Strand et al. (2005) for a description of the 
PRIO/Uppsala Armed Conflict Dataset. 

mine 

GSC Sn and W mine: gsc_sn_w Geological Survey of Canada SN/W Deposit Database mine 
GSC mineral deposits mine: gsc_min_deposits Geological Survey of Canada compilation of mineral deposits mine 

Giant oil and gas fields mine: giant_oil_fields AAPG giant oil and gas fields database mine 

Kimberlites and 
lamproites mine: consorem_kimberlites_lamproites CONSOREM kimberlite and lamproite database mine 

Mining codes mine: mining_codes Links to mining codes provided as PDF files (accessible 
through info tool) mine 

Offshore oil & gas 
deposits mine: petrodata_offshore 

The PRIO petroleum dataset (PETRODATA) is a dataset of oil 
and gas fields throughout the world. It includes information 
about the geographic location of hydrocarbon reserves. For 
more information see Lujala, P., et al. (2007), Fighting over 
Oil: Introducing a New Dataset. 

mine 

Oil source rocks mine: oil_sourcerocks AAPG Oil Source Rocks of the World (Compiled by M.K. Horn) mine 

Onshore oil & gas 
deposits mine: petrodata_onshore 

The petroleum dataset (PETRODATA) is a dataset of oil and 
gas fields throughout the world. It includes information 
about the geographic location of hydrocarbon reserves. For 
more information see Lujala, P., et al. (2007), Fighting over 
Oil: Introducing a New Dataset. 

mine 

USGS Ni, Cr, PGE mine:usgs_ni_cr_pge USGS compilation of Ni, Cr, PGE deposits mine 
USGS Ni-Co laterite mine:usgs_ni_co_lat USGS dtabase of Ni-Co laterite deposits mine 
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USGS carbonatite mine: usgs_carbonatite USGS world carbonatite database mine 
USGS coal mine: usgs_coal USGS map of coal bearing regions of Africa mine 
USGS mineral deposits mine: usgs_min_deposits USGS mineral deposits database mine 
USGS mineral industry mine: usgs_min_facilities USGS Database of Minerals Industry Facilities mine 
USGS phosphate mine: usgs_phosphate World USGS phosphate deposit database mine 
USGS rare earth 
elements mine: usgs_rare_earth USGS compilation of Rare Earth Mineral Deposits mine 

USGS sedimentary Cu mine: usgs_sed_cu USGS sedimentary copper deposit database mine 
USGS sedimentary Pb 
Zn mine: usgs_sed_pb_zn USGS world sedimentary hosted led zinc deposit database mine 

Geological map 2M 
(1964) ngageol: nga_geol_2M_1964 

Geological Map of Nigeria; Carter, J.D.; Director of Federal 
Surveys, Federal Ministry of Housing and Surveys, Nigeria, 
Revised edition ,Printed Coloured; 1 : 2,000,000; 1964; 
available from: http:/www.isric.org and NGSA, 31 Shettima 
Ali Munguno Crescent, Utako district, P.M.B. 616, Garki, 
Abuja, Nigeria, phone: +234 (0) 8053000184 

ngageol 

Ternary radiometrics ngageop: nga_radio 

Airborne gamma-ray spectrometry survey; Ternary image 
(KThU as RGB) ; Data are available from NGSA; contact: 31 
Shettima Ali Munguno Crescent behind Julius Berger office, 
Utako district, P.M.B. 616, Garki, Abuja, Nigeria, phone: +234 
(0) 8053000184 

ngageop 

Total magnetic 
intensity ngageop:Total nga_mag 

Airborne magnetics survey; Data are available from NGSA; 
contact: NGSA, 31 Shettima Ali Munguno Crescent behind 
Julius Berger office, Utako district, P.M.B. 616, Garki, Abuja, 
Nigeria, phone: +234 (0) 8053000184 

ngageop 

Continental crust tect: cont_crust Continental crust boundaries tect 
Depth to Moho tect: moho Depth to Moho according to Pasyanos & Nyblade 2007 tect 
Litosphere 
astenosphere 
boundary 

tect: labs Fishwick 2011 Base to Lithosphere Asthenosphere Boundary tect 
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Moho horizontal 
gradient tect: moho_grad Horizontal gradient of Moho according to Pasyanos & 

Nyblade 2007 tect 

Sea-floor fracture 
zones tect: tect_seafl_fract_zn Compilation of sea-floor fracture zones tect 
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Appendix 3 Pricelist for data at DGMG in Gabon 
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